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ON CONSTRUCTING A DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICE FROM A PARTIALLY 
ORDERED SJEF WITH DCC 
David A* SMITH , Durham 
!• Introduction* It is well-known that an arbitrary 
partially ordered set (hereafter, poset) magr be imbedded 
isomorphically in a distributive lattice, and this may be 
done in several different ways [3; 6]# The choice of a 
method of imbedding for a particular purpose will depend 
on such considerations as whether one is interested in 
completeness of the lattice, in efficiency (in the sense 
of not making the lattice unnecessarily large), In preser-
ving some property of the poset (such as a chain condition), 
etc* In this note we are principally interested in imbedd-
ing s which preserve local finitenesa* The reason for thia 
interest is an application made in [7], where it is shown 
that an imbedding of one locally finite poset in another 
induces an imbedding of their incidence algebras, and inci-
dence algebras of distributive lattices are the "nicest" 
kind* 
The kind of imbedding best suited to our taak (the 
"crown" construction) is the baais for Birkhoff 'a represen-
tation theory for distributive lattices with descending 
chain condition (DCC)« Section 2 summarizes this theory, 
with references to 121 for some of the details. There is 
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nothing essentially new here, except perhaps the presen-
tation. 
Section 3 deals with the locally finite case, and in-
cludes the principal theorem giving several equivalent suf-
ficient conditions for being able to imbed a poset with 
DCC in a locally finite distributive lattice. The final 
section contains some remarks indicating the relationship 
(or lack of it) of the crown construction to other methods 
of imbedding posets in lattices. 
2« Crowns and distributive lattices with DCC. Let P 
be an arbitrary poset, and let S be an arbitrary subset 
of P . We denote by S* (respectively, S* ) the set of 
upper(respectively, lower) bounds of S in P . If S is 
a unit subset {x} , we will write x* and x + for S * 
and S , respectively. S is called M-closed if x*s S 
for all x e S . For any x € P , x* is called the princi-
pal ideal generated by x . A subset J of P is called 
an (order) ideal [5] if F*4" £ J for every finite subset 
F of J • It is clear that a principal ideal x is an 
ideal, and indeed is the smallest ideal containing x . It 
is also clear that an ideal is an M-closed subset. 
A subset C of P is called a crown 12] if C is 
M-closed and has a finite set F of maximal elements such 
that every element of C is dominated by an element of 
F • If this is the case, F is clearly an incomparable sub-
set of P and C -* K.J x * * It is also clear that e-
x e F 
very finite incomparable subset F of P is the set of 
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maximal elements of a unique crown, which we denote P • 
Note that principal ideals are crowns, but a crown need 
not be an ideal . 
We denote by L(P) the set of a l l crowns of P , or-
dered by set inclusion* This poset i s obviously isomorphic 
to the set of f i n i t e incomparable subsets of P , ordered 
by the re lat ion: P 6 ^ i f and only i f for each x e 
e F̂  there ex i s t s y e P« such that x £ y • We w i l l 
identify these isomorphic posets and use whichever repre-
sentation of L(P) i s convenient. 
llttMm I [2 fp»182]. If P s a t i s f i e s DCC, then so does 
L(P). 
Lf»mma,. 2 . L(P) i s an upper (join) semi- la t t ice , and 
i f i t i s a l a t t i c e , i t i s d is tr ibut ive . 
PrQof. The union of the crowns 1* and P2 i s the 
orown determined by the set of maximal elements in P<f u 
u *; • The intersect ion of crowns (indeed of M-closed 
subsets) i s c learly M-closed. Any candidate for P A P 
must, of course, be contained in P1 n T .We claim 
that i f F, n F* i s not a crown, then i t contains no " 2 
largest orown. I t follows that i f L(P) i s a l a t t i c e , i t 
i s a sublatt ice of the l a t t i c e of subsets of P , hence i s 
distributive* To establish the claim, we observe that , i f 
F i s a crown properly contained in F̂  n $. , and i f 
x 6 (^ n i ) ~ P , then the set of maximal elements 
in F u { i j determines a crown properly containing P . 
In [ l ,p . l 42 J (but not in the later edit ion [ 2 ] ) i t i s 
asserted that i f P has DCC f then L(P) la a d is tr ibu-
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t ive l a t t i c e with DCC. The following example shows that 
th i s need not be so . Let P =- A U i x ,y I , where A i s an 
inf in i te s e t , and the order in P i s defined by well-orde-
ring A and l e t t ing each of x and y be an upper bound 
for A • P clearly sa t i s f i e s DCC. The only incomparable 
subsets are the one-element subsets and { x ,y } • Thus 
L(P) i s obtained from P by adjoining a largest element, 
and hence i s clearly not a l a t t i c e . 
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent for an arbitra-
ry poset P : 
(a) L(P) i s a distributive lat t ice* 
(b) The intersection of crowns in P i s a crown. 
(c) The intersection of principal ideals in P i s a crown. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from the 
proof of Lemma 2 , and i t i s clear that (b) implies ( c ) . 
Suppose P s a t i s f i e s ( c ) , and l e t I*, and fz be arbit -
rary crowns in P • An element z e f^ C\ P i f and only 
i f 2 e { x,y } * » x * n y * for some x £ Pf , y e F2 • 
Thus F A P, a Uc ( L^_ (x+O y * ) ) • By assumption, 
i 2 •< fe f, ^ e f 2 
x* n y* is a crown, and the finite union of crowns ia 
a crown. Hence (c) implies (b). 
For convenience, we will say a poset P is (lower) 
crowned if it satisfies any, hence all, of the conditions 
of Theorem 1. Condition (c) may be stated in terms of ele-
ments as followa: for arbitrary x f y € P , (xj}
4" haa 
a finite set of maximal elements which dominate every ele-
ment. 
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Henceforth, let L denote a distributive lattice 
satisfying DCC, and let P(L) denote the poset of join-
irreducible [2fp.58] elements of L . Clearly, P(L) al-
so satisfies DCC. It is known [2fpp. 181-183.1 that every 
element of L has a unique representation as an irredun-
dant join of a finite number of join-irreduciblea. Thus 
the representation theory for distributive lattices with 
a chain condition is summarized by the following theorem* 
(Note, in particular, that P(L) is a crowned poset.) 
Theorem 2 (Birkhoff). If L is a distributive latti-
ce with DCC, then L(P(D) is a distributive lattice iso-
morphic to L . 
Conversely, if P is a crowned poset with DCC, Lem-
ma 1 and Theorem 1 assert that L(P) is a distributive 
lattice with DCC. P is clearly isomorphic to the subset 
of L(P) consisting of one-element subsets of P (or of 
principal ideals), and these are clearly the join-irredu-
cible elements of L(P) e 
Corollary. There is a one-to-one correspondence bet-
ween distributive lattices L with DCC and crowned poseta 
P with DCC. Under this correspondence P-» P(L) and 
L 2 L(P) . 
3* Preserving local finiteness. A poset is locally 
finite if every interval I x,y 3 - { z I x £ z £ y } is fi-
nite. #e observe that if P is locally finite (even with 
DCC), L(P) may not be, whether it is a lattice or not. 
First suppose P = A u i x } f where A is an infinite 
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totally unordered set and x is an upper bound for A . 
Then P is obviously crowned, locally finite, and has 
DCC. L(P) is just the lattice of all finite subsets of 
A with a unit element 1 ( =* i x J ) adjoined, and the in-
terval f 0,13 ss L(P) is clearly not finite. Next suppose 
P -* A LJ -(xfy} | where A is as above, and x and y 
are unrelated upper bounds for A • Then P is locally fi-
nite and has DCC, but i x,y ?* is not a crown. In this ca-
se L(P) is neither locally finite nor a lattice. 
Since P is always imbedded isomorphically in L(P) , 
an obviously necessary condition for L(P) to be locally 
finite lattice with DCC is that any subset A of P with 
an upper bound x be finite; for, in L(P) , A would be 
a subset of the interval C0,x] • This condition is also 
sufficient. 
Theorem 3. The following are equivalent for an arbit-
rary poset with DCC5 
(a) L(P) is a locally finite distributive lattice. 
(b) Every subset of P bounded above is finite. 
(c) Every principal ideal in P is finite. 
(d) Every crown in P is finite. 
(e) P is locally finite, and every incomparable subset of 
P bounded above is finite. 
Proof. We have just observed that (a) implies (b). (b) 
implies (c) trivially. Since a crown is a finite union of 
principal ideals, (c) implies (d). An interval £x,yj is 
• subset of y"*~ , and a subset A bounded above by % 
is a subset of s* ; since principal Ideals are crowns, 
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(d) implies (e). 
Now suppose (e) holds, and let A be an arbitrary 
subset which has an upper bound y in P • By DCC, every 
element of A dominates a minimal element of A . The set 
of minimal elements of A is an incomparable set bounded 
above by y , hence is a finite set {xf ,..., x^? . Then 
/n. 
A G. AJ IT xi fyJ , a union of finite intervals, so (b), 
(c), and (d) hold. It follows that P is crowned, since 
the intersection of principal ideals is finite and Ifr-clo-
sed, therefore a crown. By Theorem 1, L(P) is a distribu-
tive lattice* To show that L(P) is locally finite, it 
suffices to show that every interval 10,C 1 is finite, 
where C is mn arbitrary crown. (The zero element of L(P) 
is the empty crown.) But this follows from (d): C has on-
ly a finite number of subsets, hence dominates only finite-
ly many crowns. Thus (e) implies (a), and the proof is 
complete. 
A poset P with DCC satisfying anyf hence all, of the 
conditions of Theorem 1 will be called strongly locally 
finite. We remark that the equivalence of conditions (b)» 
(c), and (d), and the fact that (e) follows from any one 
of these, make no use of DCC. 
Corollary 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween locally finite distributive lattices L with DCC 
and strongly localy finite posets P with DCC Under the 
correspondence L —> P(L) and P —• L(P) , we have 
L 3-* L(P(D) and P * P(L(P)) . 
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Corollary 2. If P is a locally finite poset and is 
a dual crown (i.e. has finitely many minimal elements, 
and every element dominates one of these), then L(P) is 
a locally finite distributive lattice with DCC. 
Proof. The hypotheses clearly imply P has DCC. For 
any x € P , x* is the union of finitely many finite in-
tervals, hence is finite. 
Corollary 3, If P is a locally finite poset with 0, 
then L(P) is a locally finite distributive lattice with 
DCC. 
The special cases of strongly locally finite poseta 
in Corollaries 2,3,and 4 are not typical, for at the other 
extreme we have the example of an arbitrary totally unorde-
red set P , for which L(P) is the lattice of finite sub-
sets of P , ordered by inclusion. 
4. Some remarks concerning othqr imbeddings of par-
tially ordered sets In distributive lattices.1* We have al-
ready remarked that there are many ways to imbed a poset 
P in a lattice, and perhaps we should comment on why the 
crown construction was used exclusively above. For exam-
ple, P can be represented isomorphically as the set of 
principal ideals in the complete distributive lattice of 
all M-closed subsets of P C33, in the (smaller) comple-
1) The author wishes to thank a referee for another jour-
nal who read an earlier version of this paper, and whose 
suggestions led to the addition of this section, as well 
as to some improvements in the preceding sections. 
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te lattice of ideals f53 in the (still smaller) lattice 
of normal ideals (subsets S of P such that S** » S ), 
and sometimes the sublattice of the normal ideals genera-
ted by the principal ideals will be smaller still. (See 
151 for further remarks and references on other imbeddinga 
of posets in lattices.) 
Since we were principally interested in imbeddings 
in distributive lattices, none of the lattices just descri-
bed would be generally appropriate except the lattice of 
M-closed subsets. (For example, let P be either 5-element 
non-distributive lattice. Then every ideal is principal, 
and the lattice of ideals (normal ideals, principal Ideals) 
is P itself. In any finite lattice, the M-closed subsets 
coincide with the crowns.) Our main objective was an imbed-
ding theorem which involved preservation of local finite-
ness, and for this purpose there would obviously be no 
point in considering complete lattices. Indeed, the essen-
tial difference between the crown construction and the M-
closed subset construction is the "finitary" character of 
the former. 
However, one may reasonably ask if there is an Minfi-
nitary" analogue to the results of section 2, perhaps for 
some class of posets and complete distributive lattices 
with DCC. The following facts suggest this possibility: 
(a) A distributive lattice with DDC is either complete or 
becomes so by adjoining a unit element, (b) In any comple-
te lattice with DCC, every element is a (possibly infini-
teti join of completely join irreducibles. (For a much more 
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general statement, see [4, Corollary to Lemma 2.15 3 •) (c) 
One may easily characterize those posets P with DCC 
for which the lattice of M-closed subsets also has DCC : 
this is the case if and only if every incomparable subset 
of P is finite• 
The attempt to proceed any farther with an analogy to 
section 2 fails for the following reasons: (d) The princi-
pal ideals need not be completely join irreducible elements 
in the lattice of M-closed subsets, (e) Even in a complete 
distributive lattice with DCCf there need not be a unique 
irredundant representation of an element as a join of comp-
letely join irreducibles. (f) Non-isomorphic complete dis-
tributive lattices with DCC may have the same poset of com-
pletely join irreducibles. 
All of these difficulties are illustrated by the follo-
wing simple example* Let N denote the chain of non-negati-
ve integers and N ** II U ioo} its completion by adjoining 
a unit. Let L denote the complete distributive lattice 
with DCC obtained by adjoining a unit to N x N » L is 
the lattice of M-closed subsets of the poset P -=- (N x-CO})u 
U CiO] x N ) of its join irreducibles. But the element 
(oc> 90) is not completely join irreducible, and has infini-
tely many representations as a join of completely join irre-
ducibles f none of which is irredundant. Furthermore, the 
completion L' of N X N is a complete distributive latti-
ce with DCC having the same set of completely join irredu-
cibles as L f but not Isomorphic to L • 
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